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N O T E S

Preface: Especially for the English-language Reader

1. Theodor W. Adorno, ‘‘Commodity Music Analysed,’’ in Quasi
una fantasia: Essays on Modern Music, trans. Rodney Livingstone
(London: Verso, 1998), 45.

2. Edgar Allan Poe, ‘‘The Imp of the Perverse,’’ in Poetry and Tales
(New York: Library of America, 1984), 830–31.

3. Slavoj Žižek, Living in the End Times (London: Verso, 2011),
366–71.

1. Earworms: Life’s Soundtrack

1. ‘‘Can’t Get It Out of My Head,’’ Guardian, June 22, 2006, http://
www.guardian.co.uk/music/2006/jun/22/popandrock, accessed Feb-
ruary 11, 2010. Thanks to my friend Hervé Aubron for drawing
my attention to this article.

2. See www.business.uc.edu/earworms/vc.
3. ‘‘Wherever you go, iPod is ready to play the soundtrack of your

life.’’ This phrase could be read recently as an advertising slogan
on a commercial website. Melomaniacs like myself have appro-
priated the expression, which is spreading in discussion forums.

2. The Banal and the Singular

1. ‘‘Elle fait donner sur le pavé/Un air comme ça/Dou da da dou
dah/Dou da da dou daiah . . . —Il vint passer en sifflotant/Un
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air comme ça/(sifflé . . . )—Ils se sont r’gardés très étonnés/
Elle a d’mandé:/‘Comment ça s’fait-y que vous la sachiez,/J’suis
épatée . . .’’ /—Il a répondu:/(parlé) ‘‘Ben, eu, je, j’la connais
pas,’’/(sung) ‘‘C’est venu comme ça . . .’’/‘‘Dou da da dou dah/
Dou da dou da dou dah, dou da, dou dah. . . .’’ (Translation
mine.)

2. This fact was noted by Olivier Nuc and Jean-Pierre Nataf at a
conference/concert organized by the Halle de la Chansons at the
Maroquinerie (October 22, 2005). ‘‘It is Vian who invented the
word ‘tube.’ . . . [W]hen he was artistic director [first with Philips
in 1957 and later with Barclay], he replaced the then-current term
‘saucisson’ [sausage] with ‘tube.’ ’’

3. Boris Vian, En avant la zizique . . . et par ici les gros sous, Pauvert/
Le Livre de poch (Paris: Pauvert/Livre de Poche, 1997), 45–46:
‘‘The distribution of modern ‘popular’ music and its prolifera-
tion around the world has happened in such a way that one can
establish well-defined principles; when pure and simple business-
men carefully apply these principles, they can sometimes replace
inspiration. If one takes one’s intuition of a fashion one senses,
the demands of a singer at the height of his career who is able to
predict what his public wants from him, the needs of an editor
who is led by competition or resolute in gambling with songs like
one gambles on the stock market, it is possible to create from
nothing, totally cold or almost cold, a ‘hit’ [tube]—a song des-
tined to ‘be a big success.’ ’’ And on page 88: ‘‘There is a kind of
editor whose ideal reference would produce hits [tubes] by the
kilometer.’’ (Translation mine.)

4. ‘‘V’là les accessoires pour faire un succès./Une rue, un trottoir,
une même bien roulée./Un gars, chandail noire et cheveux col-
lés./Rengaine qui traı̂ne, ni triste ni gaie . . ./Voilà les accessoires,
Messieurs dames, entrez!/La fille et le gars se sont rencontrés./
Entre eux deux, y a soudain quelque chose qui survient,/Dans la
nuit les voilà partis.’’ (Translation mine.)

5. ‘‘My story is a love story./My complaint is the complaint of two
hearts./A novel like so many others/That might be yours./People
from here or from elsewhere . . . —It’s the story of a love, eternal
and banal. /My story is the story everyone knows./Those who
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love one another play the same tune, this I know/But naive or
profound,/It’s the only song in the world/That will never end.’’
(Translation mine.) (Thanks to Jean-Luc Nancy who, reminding
me of this song, writes, ‘‘The story is reduced to the bare mini-
mum of a love story where the ‘This is the story’ refers to the
song itself—‘This is . . .’ not what is sung, but the fact of singing.’’
We will get back to this point.)

6. ‘‘For some, beautiful love songs/are all alike./It’s always the same
production./Those jaded success stories don’t want to betray/
The fact that they know how to cry . . . —They are clichés de-
signed to ensnare / All those who are alone and forgotten.’’
(Translation mine.)

7. ‘‘But all the songs/Tell the same story,/There is always a boy/
And a girl in despair . . ./A melody you hear everywhere.’’ (1984,
with Véronique Jannot—the lyrics are by Alain Souchon.)
(Translation mine.)

8. Karl Marx, ‘‘The Fetishism of Commodities and the Secret
Thereof,’’ in Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, 1.4.18. Sub-
sequent references to this work will be given by page number in
parentheses in the text.

9. Cf. Walter Benjamin, ‘‘The Paris of the Second Empire in Baude-
laire,’’ trans. Harry Zohn, in Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings,
vol. 4, ed. Howard Eiland and Michael W. Jennings (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2003), 31. Benjamin even con-
siders this ‘‘point of view’’ of the commodity as a possible self-
reflection: ‘‘The commodity wants to look itself in the face’’
(‘‘Central Park,’’ ibid., 173).

10. Many notes in The Arcades Project mention this ‘‘intoxication of
empathy felt by the flâneur,’’ which Benjamin characterizes in
the following way: ‘‘Empathy with the commodity is fundamen-
tally empathy with exchange value itself. The flâneur is the virtu-
oso of this empathy. He takes the concept of marketability itself
for a stroll.’’ The Arcades Project, trans. Howard Eiland and Kevin
McLaughlin, prepared on the basis of the German volume ed.
Rolf Tiedemann (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1999), 448.

11. Walter Benjamin, ‘‘Some Remarks on Folk Art,’’ trans. Rodney
Livingstone, in Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, 2:278–79.
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12. Ibid., 279, emphasis added.
13. Siegfried Kracauer, Jacques Offenbach and the Paris of His Time,

trans. Gwenda David and Eric Mosbacher (New York: Zone,
2001), 44, translation modified.

14. Allegory comes from the Greek word allos, ‘‘other,’’ and agoreui-
ein, ‘‘speaking (in public).’’ Thus saying something different
from what is literally said. But, citing a phrase from Schelling
who is himself borrowing it from Coleridge, it would perhaps be
more precise to say that the song is tautegorical, that it says itself
as another. This would bring it close to the myth, as Jean-Luc
Nancy has described it in The Inoperative Community (ed. Peter
Conner with a foreword by Christopher Fynsk [Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1991], 49): ‘‘[The myth] says noth-
ing other than itself. . . . It does not need to be interpreted, since
it explains itself. . . . [It is] the mythology that explains or inter-
prets itself.’’ Just like the hit, which is therefore also its own musi-
cology—and no doubt its own mythology.

15. Several recent websites now propose this kind of ‘‘service’’:
http://www.hitsongscience.com, for example. On the home page,
one finds big letters that spell out the question, ‘‘Is your song a
potential hit?’’ A word of welcome lists the criteria the online
software will use to analyze the melodic samples submitted by
the user.

16. Søren Kierkegaard, Repetition, trans. Howard V. Hong and Edna
V. Hong (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983). Subse-
quent references to this work will be given by page number in
parentheses in the text. For a fine reading of Repetition to which
my reading is indebted, see Samuel Weber, ‘‘Kirkegaard’s Posse,’’
in Theatricality as Medium (New York: Fordham University
Press, 2004). [Translator’s note: The French translation of Repeti-
tion to which Szendy’s reading refers is titled La Reprise, a word
that is also used to name a ‘‘cover version’’ of a hit. This reso-
nance is obviously lost in the English translation of Kierkegaard’s
title.]

17. In his letter to Constantius dated January 13, the young man ex-
cuses himself for ‘‘burden[ing] you with my everlasting refrain.’’
Kierkegaard, Repetition, 213.
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18. [Translator’s note: The term references a ‘‘tube,’’ the French word
for a hit.]

19. Nor, for that matter, any more than money is, as Constantin
says, introducing a monetary or economic analogy that we will
pick up again a little later on in our discussion of hits. In a ‘‘little
annex’’ to Repetition (that is collected in his Papers from 1843–
44), Kierkegaard speaks ironically of the Hegelian system, ‘‘in the
sense that every teller in our philosophical bank could count:
1–2–3 . . .’’ The irony of this bank accounting does indeed aim at
Hegel and a ‘‘modern philosophy [that] makes no movement,’’
except into immanence, and which contents itself with ‘‘mak
[ing] only a commotion about sublation [Ophaevelser, Danish
translation for the German Aufhebung]’’ (318, translation modi-
fied). To the bank of Hegelian dialectics (about which Marx, in
the very same year in his Manuscripts from 1844, said that ‘‘logic
is the money of spirit’’), Kierkegaard implicitly opposes, as we
will see, the ‘‘lottery’’ of repetition. Whose profits, as Job’s exam-
ple makes clear, are never certain. Whose revenues only re-
turn—if they do, if there is repetition—through the experience
of an absolute blockage or clotting in the tubular canalizations of
the system. In this sense, the category of repetition in Kierke-
gaard is not far from announcing the impossible event or the
impossible decision whose paradoxical logic was underlined in
the thinking of Jacques Derrida.

20. In French, s’engouer is first of all, in an antiquated usage, to
choke by swallowing too quickly, to block one’s gosier (gullet) by
taking something in too avidly. Its etymology seems to derive the
word from a pre-Latin origin that can also be found in joue
(cheek) (in its old dialectical form of goue) and in the verb gaver
(to stuff with food). In this sense, then, engouement is therefore
an engorgement (obstruction). But s’engouer, in the supposedly
figurative sense, is also of course to get wrapped up in something,
to allow oneself to be taken by an excessive and most often
ephemeral passion. [Translator’s note: Engouement can thus be
translated both, in a medical sense, as an obstruction and, in its
figurative sense, as enthusiasm. Because both senses are impor-
tant to Szendy’s use of the term, we have chosen to translate it as
‘‘obstructive enthusiasm.’’]
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3. The Filmography of Hits

1. [Translator’s note: In both the title of this chapter (‘‘Le Cinéma
des Tubes’’) and in the phrase I have translated as ‘‘their own
kind of production,’’ Szendy’s French refers to the French slang
expression ‘‘faire son cinéma,’’ which means to exaggerate or to
be hysterical.]

2. Theodor Reik, The Haunting Melody: Psychoanalytic Experiences
in Life and Music (New York: Grove Press, 1960). Subsequent
references to this work will be given by page number in parenthe-
ses in the text.

3. This is more or less what Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe says in his
beautiful reading of Reik’s essay. See ‘‘The Echo of the Subject,’’
in Typographies, trans. Christopher Fynsk (Stanford, Calif.: Stan-
ford University Press, 1998), when he points out what he calls an
‘‘attempt . . . of translation, to reduce the acoustic (and the musi-
cal) to the verbal’’ (155).

4. I am citing comments by the screenplay writer and director gath-
ered for the DVD edition of the film.

5. In La Haine de la musique (Paris: Calmann-Lévy, 1996, 60), Pas-
cal Quignard speaks of a ‘‘fredon resurgi,’’ or a ‘‘hum returned.’’

6. ‘‘Ce n’est rien . . . tu sais bien. . . . elles s’en vont comme les
bateaux, et soudain, ça revient.’’

7. ‘‘. . . ça s’en va et ça revient, c’est fait de tout petits riens . . .’’
8. ‘‘. . . cette impression de déjà-vu, d’être déjà passé par là; je suis

sûr d’avoir entendu avant ce soir cette chanson-là . . .’’
9. ‘‘Repetition and recollection,’’ wrote the narrator of Kierke-

gaard’s Repetition, ‘‘are one and the same movement, but in op-
posite directions’’ (131).

10. [Translator’s note: Szendy uses the expression par raccroc to de-
scribe what I have translated as ‘‘lucky breaks.’’ The French ex-
pression therefore resonates with raccrocher, or ‘‘to hang up the
phone.’’]

11. ‘‘Il peut m’arriver n’importe quoi,/J’m’en fous pas mal./J’ai mon
amant qui est à moi,/c’est peut-être banal.’’

12. ‘‘Il y a ses bras qui m’enlacent,/il y a son corps, doux et chaud.’’
13. Theodor Reik, ‘‘The Unknown Murderer,’’ in The Compulsion to

Confess (New York: Grove Press, 1961). Reik’s essay notes many
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musically marked clues, and they would gain from being studied

one by one, from the victim’s singing bone in a tale by the

Grimms to Miss Odel’s phonograph in S. S. Van Dine’s Canary

Murder Case.

14. Because Peter Lorre did not know how to whistle, it has been

said that it is actually Fritz Lang’s whistling that we hear on the

soundtrack.

15. This is the ‘‘ambiguity’’ of the ritournelle, or refrain, that Deleuze

and Guattari describe in A Thousand Plateaus (trans. Brian Mas-

sumi [London: Continuum, 2004], 359) as being ‘‘between the

territory and deterritorialization.’’

16. Benjamin, Arcades Project, 420.

17. See in particular the letter from Adorno to Benjamin dated No-

vember 10, 1938, where he chastises Benjamin for ‘‘a deficiency . . .

linked to the fact that the capitalist function of the ragpicker—to

subject even begging to exchange value—is unarticulated’’ (Ben-

jamin, Selected Writings, 4:103). In his essay on Baudelaire, Benja-

min does nonetheless write, ‘‘When the new industrial processes

gave refuse a certain value, ragpickers appeared in the cities in

larger numbers’’ (ibid., 8).

18. Ibid., 166.

19. On espionage in general, and in Hitchcock in particular, see my

Sur écoute: Esthétique de l’espionnage (Paris: Minuit, 2007).

20. Cf. Jacques Derrida, ‘‘Freud and the Scene of Writing,’’ in Writ-

ing and Difference, trans. Alan Bass (Chicago: University of Chi-

cago Press, 1978).

21. A very strange metonymic logic is at work here: After having

been lost, like a detail or a part that could be replaced by another

in the memory where it was inscribed, the tune comes back, but

on a larger scale than its mnemonic container, since it has incor-

porated the function of its substitute or its rival (the wedding

march) and is now amplified to the dimensions of a space that

welcomes its own bearers (Gilbert, the vehicle for the clandestine

melody hidden within him, now enters into it). The part becomes

larger than the whole: a double enclave, an undecidable relation

of inclusion that regulates the circulation of hits.
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4. Capital’s Intimate Hymn

1. ‘‘Il est interdit de passer / Par cette mélodie / Il est interdit de
passer/Par cet air-là/Cette mélodie est privée/Strictement inter-
dit danger . . ./Ce que cette mélodie me rappelle/C’est stricte-
ment confidentiel.’’

2. In a posthumous fragment titled ‘‘Capitalism as Religion,’’ Ben-
jamin wrote: ‘‘Freud’s theory . . . is capitalist through and
through. By virtue of a profound analogy, which has still to be
illuminated, what has been repressed, the idea of sin, is capital
itself, which pays interest on the hell of the unconscious.’’ Benja-
min, ‘‘Capitalism as Religion,’’ trans. Rodney Livingstone, in
Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, 1:291.

3. See Véronique Mortaigne, ‘‘ ‘What a Wonderful World’ rayé des
programmes radio et television,’’ Le Monde, September 21, 2001.
It should be noted in passing that this kind of censorship, coming
not from the state but consensual enough to be efficient, is clearly
not a prerogative of the United States. Proof of that can be found
during the so-called ‘‘Gulf ’’ war in France, as Véronique Mor-
taigne underlines in the same article: ‘‘In 1991, the Gulf war had
quickly engendered a form of self-censorship of songs on the
radio and television in France. . . . Lists of ‘dangerous’ songs and,
in particular, of songs that spoke of war or peace, were drawn up
for in-house use. A curious mix was proposed by these budding
censors: Boris Vian’s The Deserter was considered unwelcome in
a war-path context, as was When My Heart Goes Boom by Charles
Trenet. Véronique Sanson’s Allah also suffered from this effort.’’
(Translation mine.)

4. See John Baily, ‘‘Can You Stop the Birds Singing?’’ in The Censor-
ship of Music in Afghanistan (Freemuse, http://www.freemuse
.org, 2001). It is striking to read to what extent Taliban censorship
focused on the amplification and the technological instruments
of music. According to one of the testimonies cited by Baily (38),
the Taliban burned ‘‘radio cassettes’’ in a public stadium; the
reels from the cassettes were hung from trees (36).

5. This is in fact something that the juridical history of musical
works seems to confirm. To limit ourselves to the case of France,
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up until 1786, for ‘‘purely musical’’ works (that is to say works
without words), it was not necessary to obtain a royal privilege or
permission to engrave them. In other words, they were submitted
to no form of explicit censorship. On the condition that the
music did not transmit a text (no ‘‘message’’), any author or
editor of music could choose to engrave any piece of music he
chose, until a September 1786 law put an end to this possibility.

6. Cited from the minutes of the 1866 ‘‘Select Parliamentary Com-
mittee on Theatrical Licenses and Regulations,’’ by Roberta
Montemorra Marvin, ‘‘The Censorship of Verdi’s Operas in Vic-
torian London,’’ in Music and Letters 82, no. 4 (2001): 582.

7. On this point, see Georges Aperghis and Peter Szendy, Wonder-
land: La musique, recto verso (Paris: Bayard, 2004).

8. Luca Cerchiari, Jazz e fascismo (Palermo: L’Epos, 2003).
9. This is actually a cover, because the song, whose authors are

Ahmet Ertegun and Betty Nelson, had already encountered a cer-
tain amount of success when it was sung by Ben E. King in 1962.

10. See http://www.amnestyusa.org/imagine/aboutimagine.html.
11. The music was written by Hoagy Carmichael, and the lyrics were

written by Stuart Gorrell in 1930.
12. This is a nickname that itself comes from an old popular song,

‘‘Jump Jim Crow.’’ It was first sung by the white actor Thomas
Dartmouth ‘‘Daddy’’ Rice in 1828 and mocked Blacks by imitat-
ing their accent and caricaturing their customs, thus inaugurat-
ing the tradition of the minstrel show, with white artists made
up as Blacks. To put it briefly, in Georgia, the ‘‘Jim Crow’’ laws
imposed segregation, particularly in restaurants, until they were
abolished in the 1960s.

13. Marcel Proust, Swann’s Way, trans. C. K. Moncrieff and Terence
Kilmartin (New York: Random House, 1980), 238.

14. See Philippe Grimbert, Psychanalyse de la chanson (Paris: Ha-
chette, 2004), and Sigmund Freud, Jokes and Their Relation to the
Unconscious, trans. and ed. James Strachey (New York: Norton,
1960).

15. Immanuel Kant, Critique of Judgment, trans. Nicolas Walker
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1952), 148.

16. Ibid., 160.
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17. Immanuel Kant, The Metaphysics of Morals, trans. and ed. Mary
Gregor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 69. I
owe the comparison of Witz and money to Frederico Leoni and
to our friendly discussion after his fine presentation, ‘‘The Com-
munity of Laughter and Living Money,’’ in the proceedings of
the colloquium Communauté, organized by the Parlement des
Philosophes in Strasburg in May 2006.

18. I cannot avoid mentioning here the memory of the first time I
heard ‘‘Money.’’ I was nineteen at the time, and it happened on
a beach in Crete. I couldn’t walk on the hot sand all the way to
the little tobacco store that was broadcasting hit music. Forced
to take the path by the sea to buy cigarettes (also destined to go
up in smoke and gas), I was carrying the little bit of money we
had in a little folder attached to my forehead to keep it out of the
water. Having become a strange conveyer of funds, I would give
rhythm to my arm strokes with Pink Floyd’s song.

19. Kant, Metaphysics of Morals, 76.
20. ‘‘Remember my name—Fame—I’m gonna live forever—I’m

gonna learn how to fly—High . . . —I’m gonna make it to
heaven—Light up the sky like a flame—Fame—I’m gonna live
forever—Baby remember my name—Remember, remember,
remember. . . .’’ [Translator’s note: Having translated the lyrics to
the French songs Szendy cites, I cannot help but underline how
apt his description of this experience is.

21. ‘‘Cette année-là,/Je chantais pour la première fois./Le public ne
me connaissait pas,/Quelle année cette année-là . . ./C’était hier,
mais aujourd’hui rien n’a changé,/C’est le même métier qui ce
soir recommence encore,/C’était l’année soixante-deux.’’

22. ‘‘Appunti per un videoclip mancato,’’ in Vencenzo Mollica, Fel-
lini: Parole e disegni (Turin: Einaudi, 2000), 20. The video was
supposed to be for a song by Paul McCartney, formerly of the
Beatles.

6. The Blood of the Cut and the Promise of the Breakthrough

1. This study first appeared thanks to Dragan Kujundcic in Tympa-
num: A Journal of Comparative Literary Studies, special issue:
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‘‘Khoraographies for Jacques Derrida,’’ no. 4 (2000). The text
was preceded by the following lines: ‘‘The following pages were
written for a debate around Esteban Buch’s book (Beethoven’s
Ninth: A Political History [Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2004]) at the Ircam in Paris on May 20, 2000. Unexpectedly,
Jacques Derrida honored us by discreetly slipping into the room
to listen to our papers in silence. I dedicate this text to his friend-
ship, with a postscriptum of several further questions.’’

2. Buch, Beethoven’s Ninth, 221. Subsequent references will be by
page number in parentheses in the text.

3. T. W. Adorno and Ernst Krenek, Briefwechsel (Frankfurt am
Main: Suhrkamp, 1974). See also ‘‘De la musique en pédagogie
de la musique. Lettre à Ernst Krenek,’’ translated from the Ger-
man by Jean Lauxerois and Peter Szendy, in Enseigner la composi-
tion (Paris: Ircam-L’Harmattan, 1999). (Translation mine.)

4. For details on this, as well as for a comparative analysis of
Strauss’s original and Schoenberg’s arrangement, see Horst
Weber, ‘‘ ‘Melancholisch duerster Walzer, kommst mir nimmer
aus den Sinnen!’ Anmerkungen zu Schönbergs ‘solistischer In-
strumentation’ des Kaiserwalzers von Johann Strauß,’’ Musik-
Konzepte, no. 36 (1984).

5. Edward Dannreuther, ‘‘Beethoven and His Works: A Study,’’
Macmillan’s Magazine, 34 (July 1876) (cited by K. M. Knittel,
‘‘Wagner, Deafness, and the Reception of Beethoven’s Late
Style,’’ Journal of the American Musicological Society 51, no. 1

[1998]: 72). Dannreuther, who had translated Wagner’s Beethoven
into English, described Beethoven’s late work as touching ‘‘upon
the domain of the seer and the prophet,’’ like a ‘‘saint’’ delivering
‘‘a message of religious love’’ (ibid., 71).

6. In this context, I cannot avoid recounting a recent experience of
mine. I was invited to give a paper at the Philharmonic Orchestra
of Strasburg on October 21, 1999, as an introduction to a concert
whose program included Beethoven’s Triple concerto opus 56

and Brahms’s Fourth symphony as well as the ‘‘premiere’’ of
Jorge Muniz Salas’s APXH. The concert was funded in part by a
group called ‘‘nouvelle musique en liberté’’ (‘‘new music in lib-
erty’’). Jorge Muniz Salas, with his opus 52 ending (according to
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the program’s notes) in a ‘‘triumphant’’ C-major, was the winner
of the ‘‘European competition for young composers’’ organized
by the Circle of the Philharmonic Orchestra of Strasburg. In the
preamble to the competition’s rules, it was noted that ‘‘the signa-
tories of the present letter, moved by a concern for their partici-
pation in the enrichment of contemporary European cultural
heritage, are convinced that the Union of women and men of
Europe will come about in particular thanks to the democratic
access of every individual to culture, a harmonious means of
friendship and comprehension among peoples.’’ And in the third
paragraph, ‘‘Characteristics of the work submitted to the competi-
tion. The work will have to last no more than 10 minutes. It will
be exclusively symphonic. It will not bear any electro-acoustic
additions. . . . Beyond the aforementioned obligations, compos-
ers will benefit from the most absolute aesthetic liberty [sic].
Candidates must imperatively prepare for the possibility for the au-
tonomous performance of a 2 minute fragment taken from their
work, keeping in mind that this extract may become an official an-
them.’’ Emphasis mine, of course.

7. See The Collected Writings of Rousseau, ed. R. D. Masters and C.
Kelly, 12 vols. (Hanover, N.H.: University Press of New England,
1990), 7:445.

8. Theodor W. Adorno, Mahler: A Musical Physiognomy, trans. Ed-
mund Jephcott (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996).
Subsequent references to this work are by page number in paren-
theses in the text.

9. ‘‘The breakthrough (Durchbruch) in the First Symphony affects
the entire form. The recapitulation to which it leads cannot re-
store the balance demanded by the sonata form. It shrinks to a
hasty epilogue. The young composer’s sense of form treats it as a
coda, without thematic development of its own; the memory of
the main idea drives the music swiftly to its end. But the abbrevi-
ation of the recapitulation is prepared by the exposition, which
dispenses with multiplicity of forms and the traditional thematic
dualism and so needs no complex restitution’’ (ibid., 5–6).

10. ‘‘Material,’’ writes Adorno in his Aesthetic Theory (New York:
Continuum, 2004), ‘‘is what artists work with: It is the sum of all
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that is available to them, including words, colors, sounds, associ-
ations of every sort and every technique ever developed. To this
extent, forms too can become material.’’

11. ‘‘Every artwork, even if it presents itself as a work of perfect har-
mony, is in itself the nexus of a problem. As such it participates
in history and thus oversteps its own uniqueness’’ (ibid., 454).

12. I attempted a sketch of this deconstruction of the ‘‘work’’ in Lis-
ten: A History of Our Ears, trans. Charlotte Mandell (New York:
Fordham University Press, 2008).

7. Da Capo: Follow the Notes

1. This fictive correspondence, destined to be a prelude for a read-
ing of Kafka’s ‘‘Josephine’’ (see next chapter), was published as a
series of letters in Resistances et utopies sonores: Musique et Poli-
tique au XXe siècle, edited by Laurent Feneyrou (Paris: Cdmc,
2005).

2. ‘‘Voi siete qui, io sono qui. . . . Ognuno deve dedicare attenzione

al suo istrumento. Solamente questo noi possiamo fare, adesso.’’
3. ‘‘Aggrappatevi alle note. Seguite le note. Una dopo altra. Cosi

come mie mani vi possano indicare. Noi siamo musicisti. Voi
siete musicisti. E siamo qui per riprovare. Niente paura. La prova

va avanti. Vostri posti, signori. A vostri posti, prego.’’
4. ‘‘Noi dobbiamo i suoni dare un poco meno di colore. Forse è

bene ricordare che rumore non è musica. . . . Dove siamo noi
qua? Sopra di uno campo di calcio? Credete che io sono forse

arbitro? E poi, ottoni, dove siete, cosa fate voi? Che succede ai
vostri piccolo polmoni? Dove è andato vostro fiato? Tutto per-

duto in stupidi chiacchere?’’
5. ‘‘Con forza soffiar! Mit Kraft! Diese Trompeten müssen die

Toten aufwecken! . . . Seid ihr Musiker, oder nicht? Ich will einen
Ton, der die Farbe des Feuers hat! Signori, da capo!’’

6. Prova d’orchestra was shot in 1979 for Italian television. Accord-
ing to Fellini, the film was based on a chapter from Elias Canetti’s

Crowds and Power about the orchestra conductor. Some critics

read it as ‘‘Fellini’s reaction to the 1978 assassination of the Italian
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politician Aldo Moro’’ (as Francesco Tornabene puts it in Feder-
ico Fellini: Le réaliste du fantastique [Cologne: Taschen, 1990]).
Fellini nonetheless repeatedly denied any literal political or socio-
historical interpretation: ‘‘I didn’t want to write a historical essay,
or even a political or sociological essay. I didn’t want to pro-
nounce a condemnation of unions. It is the rehearsal of an or-
chestra, not of Italian history’’ (Fellini, ‘‘Le danger est en nous,’’
in Prova d’orchestra [Geneva: Editions Albatros, 1979]). The com-
poser Giorgio Battistelli based an opera with the same title on
the film (see Prova d’Orchestra, Giorgio Battistelli, Opéra du Rhin
program [Strasbourg, 1996]).

7. Cf. Peter Szendy, Membres fantômes—des corps musiciens (Paris:
Minuit, 2002).

8. My translation: ‘‘Der Rattenfänger von Hameln /Durch die Stadt
ist er gegangen /Hat mit seinem Pfeifen all die /Tausend Kindlein
eingefangen.’’

9. ‘‘Der Rattenfänger von Hameln/Aus der Stadt wollt er sie retten/
Daß die Kindlein einen bessern/Ort zum Größerwerden hätten/
Er pfiff hübsch. Er pfiff lang./’s war ein wunderbarer Klang.’’

10. Vincenzo Mollica, Fellini: Parole e disegni (Turin: Einaudi, 2000).
11. [Translator’s note: Szendy is punning on the expression for black-

mail in French, which is ‘‘faire chanter’’ or literally, to make
someone sing.]

12. ‘‘Apprunti per un videoclip mancato’’ (Mollica, Fellini, 20).
These are notes for a video clip for a song by the ex-member of
the Beatles, Paul McCartney.

13. Fellini himself declared that Prova d’orchestra is ‘‘an apology that
was inspired by the ‘Orchestra Conductor’ in Elias Canetti’s
Crowds and Power, a monumental reflection on the nature of
violence’’ (in Federico Fellini. Sono un gran bugiardo, texts gath-
ered by Damian Pettigrew, Elleu Multimedia [Rome, 2003]). I
have already proposed a reading of this text by Canetti in Mem-
bres fantômes.

14. ‘‘Die Straße, wodurch die Kinder zum Tor hinausgegangen, hieß
noch in der Mitte des XVIII. Jahrhunderts (wohl noch heute) die
bunge-lose (trommeltonlose, stille), weil kein Tanz darin gesche-
hen noch Saitenspiel durfte gerührt werden.’’ Robert Browning
also incorporates this aspect.
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15. Walter Benjamin, ‘‘Critique of Violence,’’ trans. Edmund Jeph-
cott, in Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, 1:236–52.

16. Ibid., 248.

8. Kafka at the Star Academy: Nothing’s Anthem

1. Published as a series in the journal Vacarme, no. 41 (2007) and
no. 42 (2008). Star Academy, as anyone in France knows, is a
reality show that started in April 2001 and followed the model of
shows like NBC’s Fame in the United States, Pop Idol in England
(on ITV1), and Saranno famosi in Italy. Young singers selected
for the show were filmed over the course of their training before
presenting numbers for weekly competitions, over the course of
which the audience was asked to vote to elect the best candidate.

2. Franz Kafka, ‘‘Josefine, die Sängerin oder das Volk der Mäuse.’’
The English translation, sometimes modified, is by Willa Muir
and Edwin Muir (New York: Schocken, 1971), 360–76. Subse-
quent references to this work are given by page number in paren-
theses in the text.

3. ‘‘An ordinary farmhand can keep it up effortlessly all day long,
besides doing his work,’’ the narrator says somewhere about the
piping of mice in general.

9. Musicology and Melology: Prince, Eros, and Copyright

1. This article first appeared as a series in the journal Vacarme, nos.
43, 44 (2008).

2. I am borrowing this word from Berlioz, who used it to describe
his piece Lélio, which was both sung and spoken, between melo-
drama and cantata.

3. ‘‘Pendant le temps, dans le temps de ma chanson, /Elle coule,
coule, l’eau, sous les ponts du monde, /Des hommes naissent et
puis d’autres s’en vont/Dans le temps de ma chanson, dans le
temps de ma chanson.’’

4. On the 1986 album Ornella e . . . : ‘‘Un applauso del pubblico
pagante lo sottolineerà/E dalla bocca del cannone una canzone
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suonerà/E con le mani amore per le mani ti prenderò/E senza
dire parole nel mio cuore ti porterò.’’

5. Anthumous and not posthumous in effect, since it is before his
death that the song’s ‘‘I’’ sees itself both buried and resurrected
in the phonographic grooves: ‘‘Dance to me/The night of my
funeral./Let life be a fireworks/And death a brushfire./A swan
song has died out/But another has broken the egg./Under a sap-
phire in real sapphire/A new groove sparkles.’’ (‘‘Dansez sur
moi /Le soir de mes funerailles./Que la vie soit un feu d’artifice/
Et la mort un feu de paille./Un chant de cygne s’est éteint/Mais
un autre a cassé l’œuf./Sous un saphir en vrai saphir/Miroite
mon sillon neuf.’’)

6. ‘‘Something that keeps sticking to my heart and my body’’ (‘‘Un
truc qui m’colle encore au cœur et au corps’’): This is the sentence
that, at the end of each verse, introduces a citation of, for exam-
ple, the Beatles’ 1964 A Hard Day’s Night.

7. Michael Heatley, Where Were You . . . When the Music Played?
120 Unforgettable Moments in Music History (New York: Penguin,
2008).

8. The rapper Chuck D., for example, to whom Prince pays homage
by naming him in ‘‘Musicology,’’ goes further than the simple
reappropriation of his own rights, since he is one of the most
vigorous defenders of peer-to-peer distribution. (See www.wired
.com, ‘‘Rappers in Disharmony on P2P.’’)

9. Walter Benjamin, ‘‘The Paris of the Second Empire in Baude-
laire,’’ in Selected Writings, 4:33.

10. This Is It: The King of Pop

1. This piece first appeared in Italian in Pop filosofia, ed. Simone
Regazzoni (Genoa: Il Melangolo, 2010). I thank Simone Regaz-
zoni for his generous invitation to think about what ‘‘pop philos-
ophy’’ might mean.

2. Of course we all know that in 1994 this King of Pop married Lisa
Marie Presley, the daughter of the King of Rock ’n’ Roll, before
getting divorced in 1996. An analysis of the representation of
sovereignty in so-called popular music needs to be undertaken.
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During the funeral of James Brown, himself nicknamed ‘‘The
Godfather of Soul,’’ Michael Jackson embraced the deceased
body of someone who was a true model for him (see Chas Newkey-
Burden, Michael Jackson: Legend 1958–2009 [London: Michael
O’Mara Books, 2009], 182). We should also remember the 1983

concert when James Brown first called Michael Jackson up on
stage, followed by . . . Prince. In addition, as Pascal Bertin notes
in the special 2009 edition of Les Inrockuptibles devoted to Mi-
chael Jackson, on the 1995 2 Bad, the King of Pop used a sample
of ‘‘a few words and the bass-line rhythm of ‘King of Rock’ from
the second album by the group Run-DMC that had appeared ten
years earlier. In the video released at the time, the hip-hop duo
threw down Michael Jackson’s sequined glove to trample it and
win their title of King of Rock’’ (25).

3. See Newkey-Burden, Michael Jackson, 189. The previously cited
special edition of Les Inrockuptibles devoted to Michael Jackson
even opened with a series of articles called ‘‘More Popular than
Jesus Christ.’’ We know that in 1985, Michael Jackson bought the
rights to the catalogue of most of the songs by the Beatles. ‘‘More
Popular than Jesus Christ’’ was a quip pronounced by John Len-
non that caused quite a stir when, in March 1966 at the height of
Beatlemania, he declared to a British journalist from the Evening
Standard: ‘‘Christianity will go. It will vanish and shrink. I
needn’t argue about that: I’m right, and I will be proved right.
We’re more popular than Jesus Christ now: I don’t know which
will go first—rock ’n’ roll or Christianity.’’ (See also ‘‘Rock ’n’
Roll: According to John,’’ Time, August 12, 1966 www.time.com).
On November 22, 2008, the Vatican’s newspaper L’Osservatore
romano ‘‘pardoned’’ the ex-Beatle who was assassinated in 1980.

4. See the report in the August 9, 2009, edition of Libération: ‘‘The
museum’s curator Jim Phillips said staff had been ‘inundated’
with inquiries from Jackson fans since the star’s similarities to
the bust were pointed out in a recent newspaper article. ‘We’ve
had people coming to the museum and asking ‘‘Where’s Michael
Jackson?’’ So we have to tell them that he’s not here, but there is
a bust that looks a lot like him,’ Phillips told AFP.’’

5. Cf. ‘‘Jackson’s Face ‘Appears on Toast,’ ’’ on the BBC News web-
site (http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/), June 21, 2005.
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6. Michael Jackson, Moonwalk (New York: Harmony Books, 1988),
264.

7. In his beautiful afterword to my Prophecies of Leviathan: Reading
Past Melville (New York: Fordham University Press, 2009), Gil
Anidjar speaks of a ‘‘narcissism of the other thing.’’ The follow-
ing pages owe much to what Gil Anidjar allowed me to read from
his current work, much of it yet to be published, toward a ‘‘cri-
tique of Christianity.’’ One can gain a partial perception of this
project in ‘‘Blutgewalt,’’ Oxford Literary Review 31 (December
2009): 153–74, and ‘‘The Idea of an Anthropology of Christianity’’
in interventions 11, no. 3 (2009): 367–93.

8. See Marc Shell, Art and Money (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1995), 15: ‘‘The Eucharist wafer is conceptually numis-
matic,’’ he notes after having recalled that ‘‘the wafer was ex-
pressly manufactured like a coin: it was pressed between wafer
irons and impressed with insignia like those of coins.’’

9. Mark C. Taylor affirms this in Confidence Games: Money and
Markets in a World without Redemption (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2004), 68. Taylor references Shell, even if Shell
simply says that ‘‘the sign of the new dollar had a form noticeably
like that of the . . . HIS’’ (Shell, Art and Money, 147n59).

10. See Giorgio Agamben, Le Règne et la gloire, French trans. Joël
Gayraud and Marin Rueff (Paris: Seuil, 2008), passim.

11. Walter Benjamin, ‘‘Capitalism as Religion,’’ trans. Rodney Liv-
ingstone, in Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, 1:290. Whoever
seeks to engage with this enigmatic text by Benjamin would not
be able to forgo reading Samuel Weber’s remarkable analyses of it
in ‘‘Closing the Net,’’ in Benjamin’s–abilities (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 2008), 250–80.

12. Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism,
trans. Talcott Parsons (1958; Mineola, N.Y.: Dover, 2003), 48.

13. Benjamin, ‘‘Capitalism as Religion,’’ 1:288.
14. By taking the King of Pop as an object of philosophical discourse

and citing Walter Benjamin and a few others in order to think
through his passion for and in exchange, does this mean we are
doing ‘‘pop philosophy’’? Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari are the
first to have spoken of ‘‘pop philosophy,’’ for example in Kafka:
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For a Minor Literature, trans. Dana Polan (Minneapolis: Univer-
sity of Minnesota Press, 1986), 26–27. ‘‘What we call pop—pop
music, pop philosophy, pop writing. . . . To make use of the
polylingualism of one’s own language, to make a minor or inten-
sive use of it, to oppose the oppressed quality of this language to
its oppressive quality.’’ If a pop-philosophical discourse on the
King of Pop must let itself be contaminated by its object—one
that is therefore not a simple object—there is no indication that
this contamination can be grasped in the terms of the opposition
oppressed versus oppressor (when one speaks of a pop passion
such as Michael’s, these positions are constantly exchanging one
another in a vertiginous way; they go mad in their exchange).
The expression and project implicit in Deleuze’s ‘‘pop-philosophy’’
has been taken up since then by others: in France, for example,
by Elie During and Patrice Maniglier in the collective work Ma-
trix: Philosophical Machine (Paris: Ellipses, 2003, with the notable
collaboration of Alain Badiou). In the collection Fresh Theory
(Paris: Léo Scheer, 2005), During and Maniglier return to the
premises of their endeavor in an interview titled ‘‘What’s Left
Of Pop’philosophy?’’ There, they say that ‘‘the problem behind
pop’philosophy’’ is that of ‘‘the impure hooks or shifters that
philosophy gives itself as a way to start.’’ In other words, the
practice of philosophy finds its starting point and anchor in
something nonphilosophical: ‘‘Alongside an entire line of think-
ers (Nietzsche, Marx, Freud, Deleuze . . . ), we believe that, from
the point of view of philosophy, philosophical engagement is al-
ways impure. In other words, in spite of everything one might
tell oneself on the subject, it is always bad reasons that bring us
to philosophy. There is a necessary heterogeneity to the condi-
tions of philosophy: it is always for bad reasons that one does it,
for reasons that are hardly ‘philosophical.’ ’’ For several years
now, the expression has spread and the media can now call a
philosopher such as Slavoj Žižek a ‘‘star of pop philosophy’’ (see
in particular Philosophie Magazine, no. 8 [2007]). Publishers such
as Open Court Publishing in the United States have launched
collections called ‘‘Popular Culture and Philosophy’’ (whose first
title appeared in 2000), with innumerable titles in the style of
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Star Wars and Philosophy, James Bond and Philosophy, Monty
Python and Philosophy . . . Whatever you want and Philosophy?
Philosophy applied to all objects available on the market? Philos-
ophy that is applied more than it is invented? If one fully under-
stands During and Maniglier, it is the exact opposite: ‘‘Pop
philosophy’’ is not a fully constituted thought applied to differ-
ent objects of ‘‘popular culture’’: Quite to the contrary, it is
thinking that seeks itself, philosophically, on the basis of its expo-
sition to the impure. And by letting itself be profoundly, passion-
ately, affected by it. Or infected by it, as Laura Odello has put it
(‘‘Il Regno è infetto,’’ in Pop filosofia), to find itself transformed,
to mutate as Simone Regazzoni suggests (ibid.). By letting itself
be invaded by the impure, then, including its own language, but
in an intralinguistic polylingualism where oppression, we would
emphasize, is difficult to situate. This leaves the very term ‘‘popu-
lar,’’ whose weighted metaphysical presuppositions have been
analyzed by Jacques Derrida, most notably in his reading of Kant
(see ‘‘Popularities: On the Right to the Philosophy of Right,’’
trans. Peggy Kamuf, in Eyes of the University [Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 2004], 175–82). Might it be that, with or starting
with Benjamin, one might imagine something like ‘‘pop’’ objects
that are neither simply objects nor determined by their being
relegated, even implicitly, to the entirely problematic conception
of a ‘‘people’’? In order to find an answer to this inquiry, one
would have to start with certain benjaminian passages I cited at
the beginning of this book, and in particular the posthumous
1929 fragment called ‘‘Some Remarks on Folk Art,’’ which con-
cludes with this note: ‘‘Folk art and kitsch allow us to look out-
ward from within objects’’ (279). It would no doubt be necessary
to begin to reinterrogate the Thing, by rereading Heidegger. And
such a rereading would probably have to critically encounter the
work of Graham Harman and several others who lay claim to an
‘‘object-oriented philosophy.’’ These are open questions, already
exceeding the context of an overextended endnote.

15. As Sam Weber writes in Benjamin’s–abilities (254), ‘‘Capitalism
takes the cult to the extreme . . . by allowing it to become its
own source of meaning, that is, by endowing it with a certain
autonomy.’’
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16. Benjamin, ‘‘Capitalism as Religion,’’ 1:288–89. [Translation mod-
ified: Schuld can be translated as both ‘‘debt’’ and ‘‘guilt,’’ and
the economic register is much more resonant with Szendy’s argu-
ment here.]

17. One of his biographers (Chas Newkey-Burden, Michael Jackson,
183) writes: ‘‘One of the biggest surprises of Michael’s latter years
was the way one of the most successful entertainers of all time,
who had sold 750 million records, found himself in such colossal
debt. How could this happen? The story began to unravel during
his 2005 trial, in which prosecutors had described him as a
‘spendaholic’ who had a ‘billionaire spending habit for only a
millionaire’s spending budget.’ His spending had exceeded his
income for decades, and an accountant gave evidence that the
annual deficit was up to $30 million.’’
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